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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

 In this chapter the researcher explains the result and discussion of 

research. The researcher has collected the data by using observation and 

documentation. This chapter is presented to find out the research focus stated in 

the chapter I which covers the analysis of internet slangs used by the 5
th

 semester 

of English department students at IAIN Madura on Instagram. 

A. Result of Research  

  In the process of collecting the data, the researcher uses 

observations and documentation to find out the research focus that the 

researcher stated in previous chapter. Firstly, the researcher mentions what 

are the internet slangs used by the 5
th

 TBI students of IAIN Madura on 

Instagram. Secondly, the researcher mentions kind of the form of internet 

slangs that used by the 5
th

 TBI students of IAIN Madura on Instagram.  

  In this case the researcher would like to give the result of the data 

finding that was found in the students‟ caption on Instagram: 

1. The Internet Slang Used by the 5
th

 Semester TBI Students at IAIN 

Madura on Instagram 

 In doing this research, the researcher found several internet slangs 

used by the instagram users especially the 5
th

 TBI students of IAIN 

Madura in their caption, which contain form of internet slang that has 

been mentioned in the previous chapter. They are: 
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No The Internet Slangs The Contextual Meaning 

1 
ILYSM 

This slang stands for “I Love You So Much” to 

express how great someone‟s love 

2 
Lfl 

This slang stands for “like for like” whereby 

instagram users use it as a “like” feedback that 

should be done by the other users. 

3 
Debest 

This slang is used to indicate the greatest of 

something/ someone. 

4 
Bestplendpolepel 

This slang is used to express how intimate the 

relationship in a friendship. 

5 
B‟day 

This slang is used to indicate someone‟s 

bornday. 

6 
Fams 

This slang is used to indicate someone‟s 

cognation. 

7 
Gaes 

This slang is used as an addressee by someone 

to their friends. 

8 
Luv 

This slang is used to indicate fondness of 

someone. 

9 
Holideeeeeyy This slang is used to express a long vacation. 

10 
L.O.L 

This slang is used to indicate someone who is 

laughing violently which stands for “Laugh Out 

Louder” 

11 
Btw 

This slang is used to change the topic/ subject 

in the middle of conversation.  

12 
Lil 

This slang is used to indicate less of something, 

tiny/ small. 

13 
„Cause 

This slang is used to express the reason of 

something. 

14 
Water (What‟re) 

This slang is used to ask the activities that‟s 

doing by someone. 

15 
Wkwkwkwk 

This slang is used to indicate laugh of 

someone. 

16 
Bro 

This slang is used to indicate the intimate 

addressee between siblings or peers.  

17 
Gaisss 

This slang is used as a close addressee among 

peers. 

18 
No think (Nothing) 

This slang is used to indicate something is nil/ 

run off. 

19 
U 

This slang is used to say “you” as an 

abbreviation. 

20 
Beleave (believe) This slang is used to indicate trust/ faith. 

21 
Ma 

This slang is used to indicate someone‟s 

“belonging” which refers to the word “my” 

22 
Congrats 

This slang is used in congratulating someone of 

the achievement. 
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These are the internet slangs that the researcher found in the 

students‟ caption of the 5
th

 semester on instagram. There are twenty three 

of internet slangs that they use to express their feeling. 

2. The kind of Form of Internet Slang Used by the 5
th

 Semester TBI 

Students at IAIN Madura on Instagram 

a. Acronym 

  Acronym is a shortening for a combination of letters or 

syllables or other parts written or pronounced as words according to 

the phonotactic rules of the language. The researcher found the 

student‟s caption that contain Acronym form, they are: 

1) @liaindriyani28 

ILYSM  

2) @aniizaaa.ig 

We all need each other, so do not hurt the people that care about 

you 

#lfl 

3) @nonakim17 

Take me back to proof that it was a fake. 

_L.O.L  

4) @ lvmysanakr 

Happy Virthday 

23 
misssss 

This slang is used to express how much 

someone is yearning. 
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Btw its my first drawing of V <3 I still study to draw it well and I 

use lil editing. I just wanna show him that I love him so damn 

much. 

I purple you, Kim Taeyung 

b. Word Clipping 

  Clipping is the shortening that perpetuates one part of the 

lexeme. Here they are the example of word clipping that the 

researcher found in student‟s caption: 

1) @anietalova 

Save 16 oktober 2019 

Happy b’day kesayangan  

2) @anietalova 

Big fams 

3) @yunieayunz 

‘Cause you’re the reason 

4) @nov.uk__ 

Graduation is an exciting time. It’s both an ending and a 

beginning it’s warm memories of the past and big dreams for the 

future. Happy graduation bro. 

5) @Lailatul__f 

Congrats!! 
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c. Onomatopoeia 

  Onomatopoeia is an imitation of sound or imitation of the 

sound characteristics of the intend referent. The form of 

onomatopoeia is contained in students‟ caption is: 

1) @listamy12 

The last I say, thank you, wkwkwkwk 

d. Pronunciation of Form 

  Pronunciation of form is one of the processes of forming 

words from the original word sounds that are rewritten based on how 

the words are pronounced. Here we are the examples of 

pronunciation of form in students‟ caption: 

1) @anietalova 

Debest lecture 

Daddy 

2) @anietalova 

Bestplendpolepel 

3) @nov.uk__ 

Gomawo for you all gaes, saranghae 

4) @anisasyito  

Big luv_ 

5) @defidef_11 

Holideeeeeyy oy oy oy 

6) @ lvmysanakr 

Happy Virthday 
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Btw its my first drawing of V <3 I still study to draw it well and I 

use lil editing. I just wanna show him that I love him so damn 

much. 

I purple you, Kim Taeyung 

7) @rikamelinea_s  

Love you more gaisss  

8) @zakiyanafs_ 

When I smile, I feel good.. when u smile, I feel much better 

9) @ lvmysanakr 

I am really happy to be a part of this awesome fandom, that’s 

from the deepest of ma heart 

10) @zazaiinn 

Big misssss 

e. Similarity of Sound 

  The similarity of sound is a slang that is formed by 

changing the sound or word to be similar to other word that is used in 

slang. It can be done by adding, releasing, or changing one or more 

phonemes that already exist. The example of this form in students‟ 

caption can be seen below: 

1) @ikhwn.mau 

Water you doing? 

2) @irohmasruroh_00 

No think to do..Just smile 
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3) @mega_megol20 

I beleave you 

B. Discussion of Research 

 In the following discussion the researcher delivers kind of form of 

internet slangs which are found in the student‟s caption of the 5
th

 semester. In 

this case the researcher found five kinds of form of internet slang which are 

used by the students, they are:  

a. Acronym 

1) @liaindriyani28 

ILYSM 

One of instagram‟s accounts of the 5
th

 semester student which 

is @liandriyani28 has written ILYSM for the caption. This caption 

belongs to acronym form because using shortening ILYSM to said 

I Love You So Much. 

2) @aniizaaa.ig 

We all need each other, so do not hurt the people that care about 

you 

#lfl 

 Another instagram user which name of the account is 

@aniizaaa.ig also using acronym form to write the caption. In a 

part of the caption, the student writes “lfl” which stands for 

“like for like”. It belongs to acronym because lfl is letters 

combination of “like for like”. 
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3) @nonakim17 

Take me back to proof that it was a fake. 

_L.O.L  

 Caption that is written by @nonakim17 student‟s account is 

kind of acronym form of internet slang because there is 

shortening L.O.L which stands for Laugh Out Loud. 

4) @ lvmysanakr 

Happy Virthday 

Btw its my first drawing of V <3 I still study to draw it well and I 

use lil editing. I just wanna show him that I love him so damn 

much. 

I purple you, Kim Taeyung 

 Account @lvmysanakr wrote captions that a part of the 

captions contains acronym form. It can be seen from the 

abbreviation “btw” to said “by the way” which is kind of 

acronym because each of the words is combined together. 

b. Word Clipping 

1) @anietalova 

Save 16 oktober 2019 

Happy b‟day kesayangan 

 In @anietalova account contains word clipping form in the 

caption. It is shown by the phrase “b‟day” which means “birth 

day” that also kind of shortening yet belong to clipping because 

the word “birth” is clipped becomes b apostrophe. 
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2) @anietalova 

Big fams 

 The same account also sent another post in instagram which 

the caption also contains word clipping form. In the caption is 

written big fams, which is the word “fams” stands for “family” 

and clipped becomes fams.  

3) @yunieayunz 

„Cause you‟re the reason 

 Another account of the 5
th

 semester student which is 

@yunieayunz wrote caption that is started by internet slang 

especially using word clipping form “„cause” from the word 

because. The word „cause here refers to word clipping form due 

to clip the beginning sound of “be”. 

4) @nov.uk__ 

Graduation is an exciting time. It‟s both an ending and a 

beginning it‟s warm memories of the past and big dreams for the 

future. Happy graduation bro. 

 In the caption above that is written by @nov.uk__ consist 

of word clipping due to write “bro” from the original word 

“brother”. It is kind of shortening because the “ther” sound is 

lost and maintains the part “bro” of the lexeme. 

5) @Lailatul__f 

Congrats!! 
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 Caption that is written by account @Lailatul__f also 

contains word clipping. The word “congrats” here stands for the 

word “congratulations”. It is kind of shortening and belongs to 

word clipping form, since a part of the word is clipped and 

perpetuates “congrats” part.   

c. Onomatopoeia 

1) @listamy12 

The last I say, thank you, wkwkwkwk 

 One of the student‟s accounts using onomatopoeia in the 

caption. It can be seen from “wkwkwkwk” sound to imitate the 

inherent sound of laugh “hahaha”. It kinds of onomatopoeia 

because the sound of laugh that is captured by every person 

different including @listamy12 that uses “wkwkwkwk”  sound to 

express laugh. 

d. Pronunciation of Form 

1) @anietalova 

Debest lecture 

Daddy 

 In @anietalova account there is caption in one of the posts 

that contains pronunciation of form, which is can be seen in the 

caption above. Instead of writes “the best” the student changes 

the letters into “debest”  that is rewritten based on how it 

pronounce by the student. 
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2) @anietalova 

Bestplendpolepel 

 Another caption that is written by the same account also 

consist of pronunciation of form which is “bestplendpolepel” that 

intend to the phrase “best friend forever”. The student changes 

the letters according to how it pronounces that similar to toddler‟s 

pronunciation when talking. 

3) @nov.uk__ 

Gomawo for you all gaes, saranghae 

 Account @nov.uk__ using internet slang in the caption 

which is pronunciation of form such as “gaes” to say “guys”. The 

letters are not properly written due intend to write based on how 

the student‟s willing to pronounce. 

4) @anisasyito  

Big luv_ 

 In another case @anisasyito one of the student‟s accounts 

wrote “luv” in the caption. It belongs to pronunciation of form 

since the student changes some letters to said “love” in order to 

the word is pronounced well as the student is intended to.  

5) @defidef_11 

Holideeeeeyy oy oy oy 

 Account @defidef_11 wrote “holideeeeeyy” in the caption 

from the proper word “holiday” which is kind of pronunciation 
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of form because it is rewritten by adding letters repetition to 

express excitement.  

6) @ lvmysanakr 

Happy Virthday 

Btw its my first drawing of V <3 I still study to draw it well and I 

use lil editing. I just wanna show him that I love him so damn 

much. 

I purple you, Kim Taeyung 

 The other student‟s account which is @lvmysanakr also 

wrote caption that contains pronunciation of form such as “lil” to 

tell “little”. Regardless it is properly written or not, the student 

wrote that way due to write the word based on how it is 

pronounced. 

7) @rikamelinea_s  

Love you more gaisss  

 The caption that is written by @rikamelinea_s consist of 

pronunciation of form such as “gaisss” whereby the original word 

“guys” in order to similar to the oral form that the student is 

intended to say. 

8) @zakiyanafs_ 

When I smile, I feel good.. when u smile, I feel much better 

 Account @zakiyanafs_ also wrote the caption that consists 

of pronunciation of form like “u” to say “you” that is written 
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purposely due the written form is similar to the supposed oral 

form. 

9) @ lvmysanakr 

I am really happy to be a part of this awesome fandom, that‟s 

from the deepest of ma heart 

 In this case @lvmysanakr one of the student‟s account 

using pronunciation of form as well in the caption such as “ma” 

of the word “my”. It‟s not properly written yet belongs to internet 

slang of pronunciation of form because it is written as the same as 

how the student willing to pronounce.  

10) @zazaiinn 

Big misssss 

 Another account has written caption that also contains 

pronunciation of form which is “misssss” that refer to the word 

“miss”. The student wrote that way to let people know how it is 

pronounced by giving additional letter of “s” to express feeling of 

yearning so much. 

e. Similarity of Sound 

1) @ikhwn.mau 

Water you doing? 

 Another form was found in account @ikhwn.mau which is 

using similarity of sound in the caption. The student used “water” 

instead of “what are” that belongs to similarity of sound because 

the word is changed into another word that sounds similar. 
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2) @irohmasruroh_00 

No think to do..Just smile 

 The caption that is written by @irohmasruroh_00 also 

consists of similarity of sound form, since the student wrote “no 

think” to express a word “nothing”. The word sounds similar yet 

different, thus belong to similarity of sound because it changes the 

supposed word to another one. 

3) @mega_megol20 

I beleave you 

 Another one is exist on student‟s caption @mega_megol20 

by changing one of the letters that is written “beleave” to refer the 

word “believe”. Regardless it is written purposely or not yet the word 

belongs to similarity of sound because both of the words sound 

identical to be pronounced.    


